Letter of Registration and Returns
December 2007

Unto the College of Arms and the Empire of Adria
Greetings,
The College is getting back on track and all should be seeing monthly
LoRR’s once again. The Armorial is updated, yet we will need the help of the
empires heralds to straighten out small issues such as were peoples are
currently residing. If a discrepancy is noticed please let us know. Also thanks

to the office of the Codex Herald seated by Sir Alfred Clophill the Ordinary is
now current. I strongly suggest to all heralds to download this document for
conflict checking. The College is also on track to provide more support and
education this year, working to make our documents more user friendly and we
plan to hold an online class either utilizing the Yahoo group or the newly
utilized Pal talk, please be on the look out for updates. We also wish to thank
Sir Coda for his service to the Empire and College.
A note to all our beloved crowns of the Empire; if you’re Minister of
Arms is not in possession of the Heraldry Manual and the Policies and
precedents, then they are truly ill equipped to perform their duties. The Guide to
Blazoning is also an invaluable tool for them. A Good 80 percent of all returns
are directly based on rules within the first two pages of the Heraldry Manual.
We have one policy to put forth at this time. It has been noticed of late that
there has been effort put forth by peoples to claim Arms of Chartered
Subdivisions and notable groups or people’s that no longer exist. We feel that
in the case of Chartered Subdivisions this is a hurt on the History of Adria.
From this time on the Arms of any Chartered Subdivision will remain forever
registered and protected by the College of Arms. Should a Chartered
Subdivision cease to exist the ownership of such arms will revert to the College
of Arms to hold in sacred trust for the History of the Adrian Empire. No
person or persons will be righted to ownership of such arms.

Lastly, we call upon any person or persons who may find
themselves in possession of such arms to please release them to the College of
Arms.

Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Fleur-de-Lis

Unto the Empire of Adria does Sir Dorn, Beltazure King of Arms send
greetings,
We have been working on the Armorial & Ordinary & have come across some
discrepancies. While we will not strike the Arms in question; we will endeavor
to ensure that these mistakes are not made again. As the Minister of Arms of
the Subdivisions & the regional Imperial Deputies use these tools to properly
do their jobs; we ask that you please do not use registered Arms as Precedent
for those arms that are of questionable blazons or emblazons. While we will not
remove mistakenly approved arms, we can ensure that these mistakes are not
repeated.

We thank you for your help. Remember, when in doubt...ask.
In Service to Adria,

Sir Dorn
Beltazure
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Registered
~ Alhambra ~
Orga Mac Tire (Estate of)
“ Gules, between two wolves combatant a pheon Or.

Estate

Flag

Urar Tiene (Canton of)
“ Per fess Or and vert, a Pheonix vert flamed Or

Estate

Flag

Personal

Device

~Cambridge~
Magnus Hammerhead
“Vert, a gauntlet grasping a square hammer argent

Personal

Badge

Brient McQuane
Personal
Purpure, a stag’s head erased between three pheons inverted argent.

Device

Ariana Rudd Catha
Personal
Azure, a rose barbed vert seeded Or between three scales argent.

Device

Ironkeep (Estate of)
Estate
Per chevron sable and vert, in chief two square hammers
chevronwise and in base a tower argent

Flag

East Adria Company (Church of Adria)
Azure, a shakefork inverted fleury argent.

Guild

Flag

East Adria Company (Church of Adria)
Fieldless, a shakefork inverted fleury argent.

Guild

Badge

Magnus Hammerhead
Per pale sable and argent, a deaths head counterchanged

~ Constantinople ~
Constantinople
Sable, upon a bend flory counter flory Or a bend gules.

Flag

Constantinople
Gules, a bend sable.

Badge

Constantinople
Gules, upon a bend flory counter flory Or a bend sable.

Flag

Constantinople
Sable, a bend gules

Badge

Personal

Device

Geoffrey Maynard
Personal
Per fess wavy Or and azure, in chief a tortoise displayed, tergiant
palwise vert.

Device

Genevieve La Rousse
Argent, a hare boltant gules within a bordure sable.

Adelric Drago
Personal
Per chevron inverted sable and Or, in chief a dragon passant and in base
Three swords in pale fesswise counterchanged.

Device

Drake Mor car
Personal
Per pall Or sable and gules, a panther sable incensed gules armed gules
and in chief two battle axes in saltire argent hafted Or.

Device

Returned
~ Alhambra ~
Tailltiu Inghean Olcan
Personal
“ Azure, a wolfs head erased between three cross’s fitchy argent”

Device

Conflict: Azure, a wolf passant between three maltese crosses
argent. [D-Guy,KINCORA] 1 CD for difference between wolves head and wolf passant.
No difference is given for types of cross.. If cross’s were removed there would still be a
conflict with Azure, a talbots head couped argent langued gules collored Or. [D-Egan
Skelly, TERR]
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